
"Choice of Entity After TCJA"

Combining the real-life experience of working with numerous CPA firms and tax professionals around the country with
comprehensive easy-to-read materials containing pertinent examples and illustrations, this powerful course will provide
you with the most recent and up-to-date tax changes. You'll receive answers to all your tax questions in an accessible
PDF manual covering all of the latest federal legislative issues with hyperlinks to all of the source documents cited in
the text should you desire additional detailed information on any particular item. Written by renowned tax expert, John
J. Connors, JD, CPA, LLM, this course covers all the bases: recent TCJA changes, impact of passive loss rules and
3.8% Medicare surtax on rental properties, interest expense incurred to acquire real estate and the Sec. 163(j)
election, best type of entity to hold real estate, as well as a myriad of common consulting issues taxpayers encounter
with regard to real estate investments.

Overview: Comprehensive coverage and discussion dealing with the best type of entity for conducting both your
business, as well as holding real estate, after the passage of the TCJA

- Under the “applicable Sec. 199A threshold?” - Then, LLC/Schedule C/F v. S corp might be best choice
- S corp wages v. guaranteed payments for Sec. 199A purposes
- Can Sec. 199A “aggregation elections” be made at the entity level?
- What type of entity should be used to hold real estate?
- S Corps and “reasonable comp” for saving employment taxes?
- Best type of entity when encumbered property contributed? LLC v. S Corp?
- Need for control of entity upon formation? LLC v. S Corp?
- Pitfall for new owners joining established entities?
- Getting appreciated assets, especially real estate, out of an entity without current taxation
- “Drop and swap” flexibility for LLCs v. S corps holding real estate
- Sec. 338(h)(10) elections - Are they equivalent to Sec. 754 “step-up elections” for LLCs?
- Avoiding taxation on dissolutions of the entity - which entity is best?
- All of these issues involving formation, operations and terminations of various types of entities will be examined,
along with numerous client examples and planning tips.

Learning Objectives:
- Comprehensive understanding of how the choice of entity after the TCJA impacts our clients
- Awareness of latest cases and rulings affecting the choice of entity issues

Designed For: CPAs who need to know the latest tax law changes in all areas of practice

Level of Knowledge: Update

CPE Credits: 8 - Taxes

Prerequisite: Experience with individual clients

Discussion Leader: John J. Connors, JD, CPA, LLM

Biosketch: As an accounting graduate of La Salle University in Philadelphia, Prof. Connors went on for his law
degree at the University of Notre Dame, graduating in 1980. After serving as an instructor in the School of Business
Administration, he obtained his Masters of Law in Taxation at the University of Miami Law School in Coral Gables,
Florida. He then served on the graduate tax faculty at the University of Wisconsin’s School of Business in Milwaukee,
WI.

His professional background includes experience in income and estate tax planning, as well as individual, partnership
and corporate tax return preparation and research as a senior tax consultant for Price Waterhouse in the Philadelphia
and South Bend offices. Prof. Connors also worked on expatriate and corporate tax matters as an international tax
consultant for the Chrysler Corporation in London, England.

Prof. Connors currently conducts a national consulting practice designed especially for tax professionals based out
of Milwaukee, WI. He also publishes a tax newsletter devoted exclusively to practitioners entitled the Monthly Tax



Update. He has been the outside editor for CCH’s Federal Tax Course, and has spoken at numerous tax institutes,
workshops and conferences around the country. And, his “Complete Guide to Depreciation, Amortization &
Transfers of Property - Issues, Strategies & Answers” is sold to tax practitioners throughout the U.S., along with
a brand new publication entitled “LLCs Taxed as Partnerships.”

As a nationally known speaker on a variety of tax topics, Prof. Connors has consistently earned average overall ratings
in excess of 4.7 (i.e., on a 5.0 scale) for his knowledge and presentation skills, as well as the quality of his materials.
In 2013, he was selected to receive the Sid Kess Award for Excellence in Continuing Education by the American
Institute of CPAs. And, on any item that he has presented in his materials, he is available for follow-up questions, a
factor much-appreciated by those practitioners attending his seminars.


